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9 Spokes International Ltd (9SP.ASX)  

The Global App Store for SMEs, Targeting the Holy Grail of 
‘Big Data” Analytics 

Event:  

 We initiate coverage on 9 Spokes International Ltd (9SP), with a BUY 
recommendation and price target of $0.47/share. 

Investment Highlights: 

 9SP recently listed on the ASX via an IPO, raising $25m. The company 

recommends the world’s best cloud-based business software applications 

for SMEs and integrates them into a smart dashboard, revealing key 

information on the performance of SME operations. 

 An app store for global SMEs.  The platform provides scalability, significant 

operating leverage and a quicker path to profitability, through multiple 

channels, globally. 

 With a c.20% revenue margin on apps, the platform enables an uplift to 

revenue for minimal (if any) incremental cost.  Today, most SMEs utilise 3 

cloud based apps, anticipated to increase to 7 in coming years. 

 9SP has signed major channel partners including Barclays, Deloitte and 

Suncorp (all live from Q316E with $325k in minimum monthly revenue).  

In Barclays alone, if a 20% margin on 7 cloud based apps were to be 

achieved for up to 420k SME clients, this would represent c.$210m revenue 

opportunity. 

 Big data analytics:  9SP provides a description of an SME on a “live” basis.   

Non-sensitive client data from the apps can be consolidated to form 

benchmarking data, displayed through widgets on the dashboard.  Once a 

‘tipping point’ is reached, 9SP has effectively built a ‘real time’ tool for an 

SME, with extremely localized or global data, based on characteristics, on 

a second-by-second basis (i.e. weather impacts on sales locally). 

Recommendation: 

 We initiate on 9SP with a BUY recommendation and 12-month price target 

of $0.47/share.  Our valuation is based on the low-end of the range for all 

contracts, except Barclays.  With Barclays, we have modelled a 10% 

penetration of installed SME client base, utilizing 3 apps generating 

$0.30/per share.  This valuation methodology is conservative given it does 

not assign any value to new contracts or its direct channel, 9spokes.com. 

 Well-funded post recent IPO:  9SP has a clear runway to attack the market 

opportunity with a net cash position of $25m & yet 30% cheaper due to 

market volatility.  This creates an opportunity for savvy investors. 

 Catalysts for the share price include: Catalysts for the stock includes: 1) 

end-user customer adoption, 2) additional channels in existing jurisdictions; 

and 3) additional channels in new jurisdictions. 
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9 Spokes International Ltd (9SP.ASX) 

INVESTMENT CASE: A GLOBAL COMPANY WITH OPERATING LEVERAGE 

9SP is a platform and looks like an app store for global SME’s:  A platform requires less investment 

than a software product.  The platform provides scalability, significant operating leverage and a 

faster path to profitability, through multiple channels, on a global scale.  The apps localize the 

platform by geography and vertical, focusing on a seamless end-user experience, with one login. 

 

With a c.20% revenue margin on apps, the platform enables an uplift to revenue for minimal (if 

any) incremental cost, since revenue from each incremental app sold flows directly through to 9SP’s 

‘bottom-line’.  Today, most SMEs utilize 3 cloud based apps, anticipated to increase to 7, in the 

future.  Again, over time this should improve operating leverage. 

 

Vertically integrated applications provide greater value than accounting data in isolation:  For 

example, an important app for a GP maybe an online appointment booking engine, that operates 

24 x 7, integrated to its accounting engine and country specific tax solution.  With 9SP, SMEs have a 

greater level of financial and non-financial data, all in one integrated repository. 

 

As the ‘tipping point” is reached, the network effect of the platform begins to gain increased 

traction.  With integration of apps, it is likely that 9SP expands the “lifetime value of the customer” 

and by increasing ARPU and decreasing churn. 

 

9SP has signed major channel partners that are a key focus today, including Barclays, Deloitte and 

Suncorp (all live from Q3 16 with $325k of minimum monthly revenue).  The potential revenue 

from a single contract, such as a Barclays, in its own right is massive.  9 Spokes negotiates a license 

fee that provides a base minimum payment over the term of the contract, whilst retaining the app 

margin, as per the normal business model.  For example, if a 20% margin on 7 cloud-based apps (as 

per Forbes estimates) were be to be achieved, for up to 420k SME clients, this would represent 

c.$210m revenue opportunity to 9SP, from Barclays alone. 

 

Planned expansion into the North American market and additional jurisdictions:  With significant 

operating leverage, albeit dependent on adoption rates at Barclays, Deloitte and Suncorp, 9SP has 

the potential to expand in additional jurisdictions such as in North America, and become a truly 

global “go-to” brand for channel partners, app vendors and SMEs; in offering, procuring and 

integrating business apps into a smart Dashboard. 

 

A description of an SME on a “Live” basis:  In the future, data from the apps can be consolidated 

and anonymised, to form benchmarking data, displayed through widgets on the dashboard.  Once a 

“tipping point” is reached, 9SP has effectively built a ‘real time’ tool for an SME, to utilize for decision 

making, with extremely localized (suburb) or global data, based on characteristics, on a second-by 

second basis (ie. weather impacts on sales locally).  As 9SP’s global footprint grows, its “value” to 

SMEs crystallizes.  From an end-user perspective, 9SP brings enterprise level information to the SME 

and may have a richer data set, with all major accounting providers (among other verticals), on their 

platform. 

 

Expect the share price to push higher over-time:  In summary, Barclays, Deloitte and Suncorp will 

have revenue flowing at >$320k/month starting in Q3 CY16E.  Deals continue to be worked on, so 

news flow in next 9-12 months should be strong.  Fast-forward 3-6 months, with channel 

partnerships launched and potential for new channel partner/s contracts, we can see the share price 

re-rating.  What could take the stock to another level is a decent take-up within one of the channel 

partner contracts, particularly Barclays.  The business in our view, is very strong with $25m in the 

bank and yet 30% cheaper from IPO, due to recent market volatility.  This creates an opportunity for 

savvy investors. 
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9 Spokes International Ltd (9SP.ASX) 

COMPANY OVERVIEW: CONSOLIDATING AND INTEGRATING ‘BEST-OF-BREED’ APPS 

Currently there are five key primary drivers in IT, namely mobility, cloud, social, security and “big 

data”.  The growth in cloud-based business applications is significant, due to its flexibility, reduced 

cost and scalability (compared to historic systems). Microsoft’s $26b bid for LinkedIn recently is a 

strong indicator that the traditional software business is fast shifting to cloud computing.  Some 

compelling stats: 

 90% of global businesses are SMEs, with c.+65 million SMEs in the Western World; 

 US$41.6 billion is spent on apps today by SME’s; and 

 More than >60% of SMEs currently use 3 cloud-based business applications. This is 

expected to increase to 7 by 2018. (Forbes). 

 

Of interest, 9 Spokes’ company name is derived from the nine key disciplines it believes businesses 

require to be successful.  9 Spokes looks to solve the critical business issue which many SMEs face, 

namely that there is a myriad of choices of business software, and little guidance on which are most 

appropriate.  Another big issue is that the data is provided from an absolute company specific 

perspective, with little opportunity to benchmark competitors. 

 

To address these issues, 9 Spokes recommends the world’s best business software cloud applications 

(i.e accounting, payroll, inventory management, booking engine, etc) for SMEs and integrates them 

into a smart dashboard, revealing key information on how their business is performing.  The business 

owner can operate their “business from anywhere, at any time”, while also offering collaboration 

opportunities with trusted business advisors. 

 

Figure 1: 9 Spokes Dashboard 

 
Source: 9 Spokes 
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9 Spokes International Ltd (9SP.ASX) 

In the future, data from the apps can be consolidated and anonymised, to form benchmarking data, 

displayed through widgets on the dashboard.  The Dashboard is designed to provide a customer with 

a real-time snapshot of their business and enable early identification of positive and adverse trends.  

9 Spokes has designed a number of widgets, which may be added by the customer to their Dashboard, 

and graphically show key combinations of app data, in real-time. 

 

Widgets are in process of being expanded to industry specific verticals and of financial and non-

financial nature.  The widget library recommends apps for the customer to purchase in the event that 

there is a specific widget that a customer may wish to use. 

 

The platform comprises the 9SP system hosted on IBM Softlayer public cloud infrastructure.  Today, 

9SP has contracted with over 56 apps and is working with each to bring them into the platform 

environment.  Management anticipates building this number as the business expands globally.  

While no upper limit is set, it is expected to provide customers with choice drawn from best-of-

breed globally. 

 

Being on 9SP offers a number of potential benefits to app software providers: 1) Low cost 

distribution of their product; 2) Access to customers of the 9SP group and its channel partners; 3) 

Reduced customer churn and deeper integrations to other apps (through dashboard, benchmarking); 

and 4) Reduced burden of directly integrating with other apps. 

 

Figure 2: Apps on the 9 Spokes Platform 

 
Source: 9 Spokes 
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9 Spokes International Ltd (9SP.ASX) 

REVENUE MODEL AND GO TO MARKET STRATEGY: ABILITY TO SCALE QUICKLY, AT A 

LOW ACQUISITION COST 

9SP intends to initially target SMEs that are using cloud applications & support the growth of this 

addressable market.  There are five sources of revenue: 

1) Development and deployment: one-time fee for development and integration with 

channel partners; 

2) License fees: annual base fee charged to channel partners; 

3) Variable license fees: subscription underwrite for minimum live end-users; 

4) In the future, analytics; and 

5) Most importantly, SaaS: 20% margin on the RRP of the product (on average), c.$30 per 

mth, per app (RRP). 

 

For apps not provided by billing OSPs, a customer may acquire access rights directly from the 

providing OSP and the app can be integrated through the 9SP platform by means of a Connector.  9 

Spokes has no derivation of revenue from this today, but may charge a direct fee for the use of certain 

connectors in the future. 

 

Based on the above, factors influencing revenue are: 1) Direct customers, 2) Transfer of apps onto 

the 9SP platform; 3) End user seats / licenses that may be charged per app; 4) No. of apps not 

provided by billing OSP’s, where 9SP charges a connector fee; and 5) Amount of connector use fee. 

 

9 Spokes generally licenses the 9SP system non-exclusively to a channel partner, but may license 

exclusively for a specific industry sector or territory when it is a commercial imperative to do so.  

Potential channel partners include banks, financial advisers and telecoms companies. 

 

KEY STRATEGIC CHANNEL PARTNERSHIPS IN PLACE 

To date, 9SP has signed major Tier 1 channel partners including Barclays, Deloitte and Suncorp (all 

live in 3Q16 with a minimum combined contract value $325k in monthly revenue – c.$4.0m 

annualized run-rate).  9Spokes.com, its direct channel, will go live, later this year.  We would not be 

surprised to see some further large organizations signed up in the short-to-medium term, 

particularly in North America. 

 

9SP’s foundation client is Barclays.  Barclays is utilizing 9SP as the basis for its customer experience 

in SMB banking.  Barclays has 25% market share of all UK SME’s (c.1.2m SME client base & the initial 

contract term is for 3-years, with a 3-year extension). 
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9 Spokes International Ltd (9SP.ASX) 

Figure 3: Scenario Analysis 

 
Source: 9 Spokes, Foster Stockbroking estimates. 

 

Deloitte Alliance Agreement – Australia and UK:  Deloitte Australia was an early sign-on for 9SP 

(March 2014), but in April 2016, it temporarily suspended the project, in order to facilitate a technical 

upgrade to an internal IT system.  In Australia, delivery of the Deloitte Private Connect Platform 

occurred in July 2016, with live customer migration in October 2016.  The initial term of the project is 

for 2-years, with automatic extensions every 12-months.  In July 2016, Deloitte UK launched ‘Propel’, 

a cloud based accounting and analytics service, run on the 9 Spokes platform.  Whilst small in overall 

numbers, it is likely that additional Deloitte jurisdictions will connect to the platform, over time. 

 

Figure 4: ‘Propel’ By Deloitte 

 
Source: 9 Spokes 

 

Suncorp Corporate Services Australia and an option to roll-out in New Zealand.  Suncorp have been 

relatively aggressive on adoption taking less than 4 months from initial discussion to the signing of a 

contract, with 9SP.  Suncorp has started to be increasingly innovative with the use technology with 

the likes of 9SP and a partnership/investment with US based ‘TROV’, an app designed to provide 

consumers insurance for individual possessions, as required. 

 

Barclays is a ‘deep’ 

partnering relationship 

for a start-up IT vendor, 

providing strong 

validation for 9SP. 

Suncorp have ‘soft’ 

launches and additional 

Australian and NZ banks 

are in the sales pipeline 
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9 Spokes International Ltd (9SP.ASX) 

With regards to 9SP, Suncorp has signed an initial 3-year contract (with 3-year extension), with a ‘soft 

launch’ date on the 4th July.  Suncorp has c.770k SME customers (insurance 700k and banking 70k) 

and have a 3-year target of c.32,500 end-users on the 9SP platform.  Revenues are derived from; 1) 

One-off deployment $350k; and 2) License fee of c.$50k per month, commencing in July, with an uplift 

once minimum subscriber level is achieved. 

 

Figure 5: Suncorp Australia 

 
Source: 9 Spokes 

 

BREXIT TIMING TO ADD IMPETUS TO 9 SPOKES OFFERING, SIMILAR TO Y2K and 

INITIAL CREATION OF EUROPEAN UNION 

Our view is that Brexit may provide a catalyst for greater adoption of the 9 Spokes platform: 

 Life for SMEs in the UK and in the EU has just become more complex.  UK SMEs will have to 

negotiate Brexit and figure out what it means for their business individually; 

 In times of uncertainty, change, and additional complexity, SMEs are likely to engage more 

closely with their advisors (banks, accountants, consultants, insurers etc) looking for 

solutions and advice on how to cope with the new environment; 

 9 Spokes has adopted a channel partner strategy with tier 1 institutions including Barclays 

and Deloitte.  SME businesses are likely to seek out additional support and services from 

these businesses, which places 9 Spokes in a strong position to deliver real world business 

solutions to SME; 

 SMEs will be making strategic decisions over the coming year and having an integrated 

single view of their business performance is essential if business owners want to make 

decision on fact rather than gut feel; 

 Cloud based business software for financial and non-financial management of SME business 

is a growing global trend.  It is possible that Brexit will give trend impetus in the UK as SMEs 

work hard to understand the impact on their business more clearly; and 

 9 Spokes enables this understanding and fact-based strategic decision making at no 

additional cost to the SME by earning a margin from the online software provider. 

Similar to Y2K and EU, 

Brexit is likely to 

stimulate further 

demand for IT providers 

http://www.fostock.com.au/
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9 Spokes International Ltd (9SP.ASX) 

Lastly, remember that Barclays has backed 9 Spokes at executive level and is a core banking process 

for the organization.  For this reason, we have confidence that customer traction will occur over-

time.  Further, the information on the platform should assist Barclays to better understand SME 

clients and their credit risk. 

 

FINANCIAL INFORMATION: START-UP PHASE, BREAKEVEN IN CY18E 

Being in start-up phase, 9SP is incurring losses.  Currently the annualized revenue run-rate is c.$4.0m 

(based upon the minimum monthly revenue contracted with channel partners) and we are 

anticipating an average monthly burn rate in the range of c.$1.3-$1.6m.  Today, 9SP has 70 employees 

and has plans to expand to c.100 by the end of 2016. 

 

9SP raised $25m in June 2016.  In Figure 6 below, we can see the planned use of funds received from 

the IPO.  With the market for 9SP’s product in its early adoption phase, the focus is on the relative 

land grab of the opportunity.  To this end, 9SP is looking to build a hub in Europe (initially London 

based), where it currently has 5 employees, expanding to 11 by September 2016. 

 

Figure 6: IPO – Use of Funds 

Use of Funds $m 

Software / Technical Development 8.1  

Infrastructure Development 3.9  

Product Development 1.5  

Business Development 1.3  

Market Development 0.4  

Working Capital 7.3  

Payment of Other Expenses 2.5  

Total 25.0  

Source: 9 Spokes, Foster Stockbroking estimates. 

 

A second immediate focus is North America, where 9SP are looking to win a new major contract.  We 

understand that there are a number of parties 9SP is in discussions with.  Based on past experience, 

we would expect a sales cycle of c.4 to 12 months. 

 

Two additional areas of focus are: 1) Focus on its direct channel 9spokes.com and; 2) Asian HQ, most 

likely Singapore.  No doubt the latter would, arguably, require a sizeable marketing spend and for that 

reason may take longer for end-users to adopt, until critical mass occurs with channel partners. 
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9 Spokes International Ltd (9SP.ASX) 

VALUATION: SHARE PRICE LIKELY TO HAVE AN UPWARDS TRAJECTORY 

Our valuation range for 9 Spokes is $0.26 to $2.21 per share (not accounting for expansion into new 

markets, additional clients).  Our assumptions are detailed in Figure 7 and 8. 

Figure 7: Potential Valuation Range of Customer Contracts 

 

Source: Foster Stockbroking estimates 

More so through art than science, we have landed at a valuation of $0.47/per share.  Our approach 

is based on taking the low-end of valuation for all contracts, except Barclays.  With the largest contract 

Barclays, backed by senior management, we are comfortable with a 10% penetration of its SME client 

base, delivering over 4-years, with 3 apps, generates a valuation of $0.30/per share, in itself.  We note 

that this analysis excludes the signing of new contracts or success in its direct channel 9spokes.com. 

Of interest only, in Figure 8, our ‘blue sky’ valuation of 9SP is based on a c.10% market share of the 

global installed base of SME’s.  No doubt, this is an extreme valuation scenario, which would require 

both multiple channels to convert and strong adoption within each channel. 

  

Barclays Suncorp Deloitte (UK) Deloitte (Aus) Total

SME Cl ient Base (m) 1,200,000        730,000           50,000             18,000             1,998,000        

9SP Adoption Rate - Low 2.5% 4.5% 33.0% 33.0% 4.3%

30,000             32,850             16,500             5,940               85,290             

9SP Adoption Rate - High 35% 20% 100% 100% 32%

420,000           146,000           50,000             18,000             634,000           

No of App Purchases  - Low 3.0                   3.0                   3.0                   3.0                   3.0                   

No of App Purchases  - High 7.0                   7.0                   7.0                   7.0                   7.0                   

Average Price, Per Month (A$) 30                    30                    30                    30                    30                    

Months 12                    12                    12                    12                    12                    

9SP Margin 20% 20% 20% 20% 20%

Annual Revenue (A$m) - Low 6.5                   7.1                   3.6                   1.3                   18.4                 

Annual Revenue (A$m) - High 211.7               73.6                 25.2                 9.1                   319.5               

EBIT Margin 55% 55% 55% 55% 55%

EBIT (A$m) - Low 3.6                   3.9                   2.0                   0.7                   10.1                 

EBIT (A$m) - High 116.4               40.5                 13.9                 5.0                   175.7               

NPAT (A$m) - Low 2.5                   2.7                   1.4                   0.5                   7.1                   

NPAT (A$m) - High 81.5                 28.3                 9.7                   3.5                   123.0               

PER (x) 20                    20                    20                    20                    20                    

Discount Rate 10% 10% 10% 10% 10%

Years  - Low 2                      2                      2                      2                      2                      

Years  - High 10                    10                    5                      5                      9                      

No of Shares  (m) 456.5 456.5 456.5 456.5 456.5

Valuation (A$m) - Low 41.2                 45.2                 22.7                 8.2                   117.2               

Valuation ($) 0.09                 0.10                 0.05                 0.02                 0.26                 

Valuation (A$m) - High 628.4               218.4               120.5               43.4                 1,009.2            

Valuation ($) 1.38                 0.48                 0.26                 0.10                 2.21                 

http://www.fostock.com.au/
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9 Spokes International Ltd (9SP.ASX) 

Figure 8: 9 Spokes Potential ‘Blue Sky” Valuation of Global SME Base 

Global Market SMEs (m) 66.5  

9SP Market Share 10% 

9SP Share (m) 6.7  

  

No of App Purchases 7.0  

Average Price, Per Mth (A$) 30  

Months 12  

9SP Margin 20% 

  

Market Opportunity (A$m) 3,352  

EBIT (A$m) 1,843  

NPAT (A$m) 1,290  

  

PER (x) 20  

Discount Rate 10% 

Years 15  

No of Shares (m) 457  

  

Valuation ($m) 6,178  

Valuation (A$) 13.53  

Source: Foster Stockbroking estimates 

  

http://www.fostock.com.au/
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9 Spokes International Ltd (9SP.ASX) 

FINANCIALS: MINIMUM CONTRACTED REVENUE SCENARIO 

In the interest of testing what the worst case cash burn could be and the timing of the next fund raise, 

we have put together a defined scenario.  This is a revenue scenario that uses A$325k minimum 

contracted monthly recurring revenue, which is only from the point where all 3 channels are ‘live” (at 

some point in 3Q).  In simple terms, based on a $1.2m per month net cash burn, the company is fully 

funded until 1H CY18E.  Of note, we expect cash burn to be volatile quarter-by-quarter, due to the 

start-up nature of the company and the exact timing of revenues from channels. 

To be clear this is not our “base case”.  In particular, this does not include subscription revenue from 

end-user customers, or any revenue from additional channel partners, despite 9 Spokes continuing 

business development efforts with channel partners globally.  We have assumed an A$25m capital 

raise at 47 cents in FY18E.  As noted, 9SP is continuing its business development efforts.  Further we 

highlight that this is a scenario, which is separate and independent from our valuation analysis. 

 

Source: Foster Stockbroking estimates 

 

9 Spokes International Ltd (9SP)
Ful l  Year Ended, 31st March (NZ$)

Profit and Loss NZ$M 2016a 2017e 2018e Financial Metrics 2016a 2017e 2018e
Sales revenue 0.7 1.0 4.2 Sales growth % nm 47% 300%
Operating Costs 6.3 19.0 20.9 EPS growth % nm nm nm
EBITDA -5.6 -18.0 -16.7
D&A 0.0 0.0 0.0 EBITDA margin nm nm nm
EBIT -5.6 -18.0 -16.7 EBIT margin nm nm nm
Net Interest exp / (income) 0.0 -0.2 -0.2 Gearing (ND/ND+E) nm nm nm
Profit before tax -5.6 -17.8 -16.5 Interest Cover (EBIT/net int) nm nm nm
Tax exp / (benefit) 0.1 0.0 0.0
Rep. NPAT -5.4 -17.8 -16.5 Average ROE % nm nm nm
Significant items 0.0 0.0 0.0 Average ROA % nm nm nm
NPAT attributable reported -5.4 -17.8 -16.5

Wtd ave shares (M) nm 403 456
EPS diluted (c) n/a -3.9 -3.2 Wtd ave share diluted (M) nm 457 510

Cashflow NZ$M 2016a 2017e 2018e Valuation multiples 2016a 2017e 2018e
EBITDA -5.6 -18.0 -16.7 P/E x nm nm nm
Change in WC 2.2 0.0 0.0 EV/EBITDA x nm nm nm
Tax paid 0.0 0.0 0.0 EV/EBIT x nm nm nm
Share-based expense 0.0 0.0 0.0 EV/sales x nm 50.1 12.2
Other 0.0 0.0 0.0 Dividend yield % 0% 0% 0%
Net interest 0.0 0.2 0.2
Operating Cashflow -3.4 -17.8 -16.5 Valuation A$M

Barclays 136.5 0.30
Purchase of PP&E -0.1 -0.3 -0.1 Suncorp 45.2 0.10
Investing Cashflow -0.1 -0.3 -0.1 Deloitte (Australia) 22.7 0.05

Deloitte (UK) 8.2 0.02
Equity proceeds 6.2 24.1 25.0 Equity value 212.6 0.47
Proceeds from borrowings 0.0 0.0 0.0 Diluted shares used* 456.5
Repayment of borrowings 0.0 0.0 0.0 WACC 10%
Financing Cashflow 6.2 24.1 25.0 * Exclude upside from new contracts & 9Spokes.com

Net Cashflow 2.7 6.0 8.4

Shares on issue
Balance Sheet NZ$M 2016a 2017e 2018e Ordinary shares 403.0
Cash / (Debt) 3.4 9.4 17.8 Options 53.5
Current Assets (Excl Cash) 0.7 0.8 1.0 Fully Diluted 456.5
PPE 0.1 0.4 0.5
Intangibles 0.0 0.0 0.0 Substantial shareholders
Total Assets 4.2 10.6 19.3 Adrian Grant 20.4%

Mark Estall 20.4%
Accounts payable 1.5 0.6 0.8 Harrogate 7.3%
Deferred Revenue 1.9 1.9 1.9 Brendan Roberts 3.7%
Total Liabilities 3.3 2.4 2.7 Tappenden 2.1%

Paul Reynolds 1.1%
Reserves and capital 13.7 39.0 64.0
Retained earnings -12.8 -30.9 -47.4
Total Equity 0.9 8.1 16.6
Total Equity & Liabilities 4.2 10.6 19.3
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9 Spokes International Ltd (9SP.ASX) 

RECOMMENDATION – BUY; PRICE TARGET $0.47/SHARE 

We initiate coverage of 9SP with a BUY recommendation and 12-month share price target of 

$0.47/share.  Given the early stage of the company’s lifecycle, we rate the investment as very high 

risk. 

Catalysts 

Catalysts for the stock includes: 1) end-user customer adoption, 2) additional channels in existing 

jurisdictions; and 3) additional channels in new jurisdictions. 

 

HIGHLY EXPERIENCE BOARD OF DIRECTORS  

Paul Reynolds, Non-Executive Chairman: Paul is an International Executive with over 12 years public-

company Board experience in Europe and Asia Pacific.  Paul is the 9 Spokes Director with specific 

oversight to European interests and takes an Executive role in partner and investor relations, 

corporate development.  Ex CEO Telecom NZ, British Telecom (Board Member for global technology 

and operations). 

Mark Estall, Co-Founder and CEO:  A serial entrepreneur, Mark has founded several software 

companies, as well as businesses in other verticals.  He mentors SME businesses, providing strategic 

growth advice and has a track record of building businesses through developing strong, well-

resourced teams.  Ex Traffic NZ. 

Thomas Power, Non-Executive Director:  Thomas in an entrepreneur, business advisor, director and 

professional speaker on internet technologies and developments.  Thomas has been advisor to 

numerous senior executives, served as a non-executive director of QXL Ricardo, and has founded 

several online businesses.  Ex Ecademy (1998), Leadors (2009), Dotconnect (2012) and Sceredible 

(2013). 

Wendy Webb, Non-Executive Director:  An accomplished c-suite executive and board member, 

Wendy has experience in multiple industries.  Having held significant roles in strategy – setting, brand 

building, global expansion, investor relations, governance, succession planning, and digital initiatives, 

Wendy brings a US-perspective to business and investment strategy.  Ex Walt Disney (1998-2008), 

Ticketmaster. 

 

RISKS 

Overall risks are very high, given the early stage of customer adoption and that volatility in the share 

price is likely to continue in the medium-term, until critical mass is established. 

Management risk.  The loss of key executives from 9SP such as but not limited to the founders, could 

cause the performance of the business to deteriorate and a loss of investor confidence. 

Execution risk.  9SP is at an early stage, its business model yet to be proven on a large economic scale.  

Its product may not work to expectations, which may negatively impact earnings. 

Technology risk.  Changes in technology may cause 9SP’s product and platform to become 

obsolescent or less attractive than those of its competitors, causing it to lose customers. 

Relationship with Channel Partners, OSPs & Suppliers:  Termination of contracts by any parties may 

have an adverse impact on 9SP operations. 

Competition risk.  Competition is intense in the platform market.  Existing or new competitors may 

offer more attractive products, which may erode 9SPs earnings. 
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9 Spokes International Ltd (9SP.ASX) 

Economic risk.  Any downturn in the Australian or global economies may cause less consumer 

spending on 9SPs products, impeding growth and earnings. 

Security risk:  Cyber hacking of 9SPs platform may infringe on the privacy and confidentiality of its 

users information, which could damage the brand and business. 

Funding risk.  9SP is loss making and may require further funds to establish and grow its business.  

Any aversion to providing funds to early stage business may make it difficult for 9SP to access funds. 

Dilution risk.  Any further funding to grow the business may result in 9SP issuing equity on a dilutive 

basis, negatively impacting shareholders. 
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FOSTER STOCKBROKING DIRECTORY 
 

Name Role Phone Email 

Stuart Foster Chief Executive Officer +61 2 9993 8131 stuart.foster@fostock.com.au 

Chris Francis Executive Director +61 2 9998 8167 chris.francis@fostock.com.au 

Haris Khaliqi Executive Director +61 2 9993 8152 haris.khaliqi@fostock.com.au 

Martin Carolan Executive Director +61 2 9993 8168 martin.carolan@fostock.com.au 

Mark Fichera Executive Director +61 2 9993 8162 mark.fichera@fostock.com.au 

Mark Hinsley Executive Director +61 2 9993 8166 mark.hinsley@fostock.com.au 

Darren Odell Research +61 2 9993 8121 darren.odell@fostock.com.au 

Qaiser Malik Research +61 2 9993 8130 qaiser.malik@fostock.com.au 

Tolga Dokumcu Execution and Dealing +61 2 9993 8144 tolga.dokumcu@fostock.com.au 

George Mourtzouhos Execution and Dealing +61 2 9993 8136 george.mourtzouhos@fostock.com.au 

 

Foster Stockbroking Pty Ltd 

A.B.N. 15 088 747 148 AFSL No. 223687 

Level 25, 52 Martin Place, Sydney, NSW 2000 Australia 

General: +612 9993 8111  Equities: +612 9993 8100  Fax: +612 9993 8181 

Email: contact@fostock.com.au 

PARTICIPANT OF ASX GROUP 
Foster Stockbroking recommendation ratings:  Buy = return >10%; Hold = return between –10% and 10%; Sell = return <-10%.  Spec Buy = return > 20% for stock with very high 
risk.  All other ratings are for stocks with low-to-high risk.   Returns quoted are annual. 
 
Disclaimer and Disclosure of Interests.  Foster Stockbroking Pty Limited (Foster Stockbroking) has prepared this report by way of general information. This document contains 
only general securities information. The information contained in this report has been obtained from sources that were accurate at the time of issue. The information has not 
been independently verified.  Foster Stockbroking does not warrant the accuracy or reliability of the information in this report.  The report is current as of the date it has been 
published.  
 
In preparing the report, Foster Stockbroking did not take into account the specific investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs of any specific recipient. The 
report is published only for informational purposes and is not intended to be advice.  This report is not a solicitation or an offer to buy or sell any financial product. Foster 
Stockbroking is not aware whether a recipient intends to rely on this report and is not aware of how it will be used by the recipient. Investors must obtain personal financial 
advice from their own investment adviser to determine whether the information contained in this report is appropriate to the investor’s financial circumstances. Recipients 
should not regard the report as a substitute for the exercise of their own judgment.  The views expressed in this report are those of the analyst/s named on the cover page.  
No part of the compensation of the analyst is directly related to inclusion of specific recommendations or views in this report. The analyst/s receives compensation partly 
based on Foster Stockbroking revenues, including any investment banking and proprietary trading revenues, as well as performance measures such as accuracy and efficacy of 
both recommendations and research reports.  
 
Foster Stockbroking believes that the information contained in this document is correct and that any estimates, opinions, conclusions or recommendations are reasonably 
held or made at the time of its compilation in an honest and fair manner that is not compromised. However, no representation is made as to the accuracy, completeness or 
reliability of any estimates, opinions, conclusions or recommendations (which may change without notice) or other information contained in this report. To the maximum 
extent permitted by law, Foster Stockbroking disclaims all liability and responsibility for any direct or indirect loss that may be suffered by any recipient through relying on 
anything contained in or omitted from this report. Foster Stockbroking is under no obligation to update or keep current the information contained in this report and has no 
obligation to tell you when opinions or information in this report change.                                       
 
Foster Stockbroking and its directors, officers and employees or clients may have or had interests in the financial products referred to in this report and may make purchases 
or sales in those the financial products as principal or agent at any time and may affect transactions which may not be consistent with the opinions, conclusions or 
recommendations set out in this report. Foster Stockbroking and its Associates may earn brokerage, fees or other benefits from financial products referred to in this report. 
Furthermore, Foster Stockbroking may have or have had a relationship with or may provide or has provided investment banking, capital markets and/or other financial 
services to the relevant issuer or holder of those financial products. For an overview of the research criteria and methodology adopted by Foster Stockbroking; the spread of 
research ratings; and disclosure of the cessation of particular stock coverage, refer to our website http://www.fostock.com.au. 
 
Specific disclosures: The analyst, Foster Stockbroking and/or associated parties have material beneficial ownership in securities issued by 9SP at the time of this report. Diligent 
care has been taken by the analyst to maintain an honest and fair objectivity in writing the report and making the recommendation.   
 
Specific disclosures: Foster Stockbroking acted as Sole Lead Manager to the $25M IPO of 9SP in June 2016.  Foster Stockbroking receives fees for this service.  
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